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 General: Signal Processing contains all the steps to extract information out of a signal.  

 Here: Reading information from the sensors, conditioning, filtering, processing, fusion:

 Reading -> Get raw values from the sensors

 Condition -> Scale and calibrate raw values

 Filtering -> Remove further errors and noise

 Processing -> e.g. data computations -> e.g. conversion to representation as quaternions

 Fusion -> Join data from several data sources -> e.g. Kalman Filter
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What are Quaternions?
 Quaternions are an own 4D number system represented by q (quaternion).
 Comparable to imaginary numbers with three imaginary  parts: i, j, k
 Each quaternion consists of one scalar part x0 and a vector part x = [x1, x2, x3]
 A normalized quaternion has an absolute value of 1.
 The quaternion multiplication is not commutative.
 The orientation of a solid in three dimensional space can be described by one 

quaternion uniquely.

𝑞 = 𝑥0 𝑥1 𝑥2 𝑥3 𝑇

𝑞 = 𝑥0 + 𝑥1 ∙ 𝑖 + 𝑥2 ∙ 𝑗 + 𝑥3 ∙ 𝑘,
∀ 𝑥𝑖 ∈ ℝ, 𝑖 ∈ [0, 1, 2, 3],
mit 𝑖2 = 𝑗2 = 𝑘2 = −1

Quaternion multiplication :
w, q, p being quaternions

𝑤 = 𝑞 ⊙ 𝑝 = 𝑥0 𝑥1 𝑥2 𝑥3 𝑇 ⊙ 𝑦0 𝑦1 𝑦2 𝑦3 𝑇 =

𝑥0 −𝑥1 −𝑥2 −𝑥3
𝑥1 𝑥0 −𝑥3 𝑥2
𝑥2
𝑥3

𝑥3
−𝑥2

𝑥0 −𝑥1
𝑥1 𝑥0

∙

𝑦0
𝑦1
𝑦2
𝑦3

𝑥0
2 + 𝑥1

2 + 𝑥2
2 + 𝑥3

2 = 1 (Normalization)
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What are Quaternions?
 A quaternion corresponds to a rotational transformation.
 The quaternion multiplication corresponds to a rotation.
 Rotation of a 3D-vector v to w:

𝑤 = 𝑞 ⊙ 0, 𝑣 𝑇 ⊙ 𝑞∗

 𝑞∗ is the complex conjugate of quaternion q
 Conversion into rotation matrix:

 Conversion from RPY (Φ,Θ,Ψ) into quaternions:

𝑞 = 𝑥0 𝑥1 𝑥2 𝑥3 𝑇

𝑞∗ = 𝑥0 −𝑥1 −𝑥2 −𝑥3 𝑇

𝜙
𝜃
𝜓

=

𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑛2(2(𝑥0𝑥1 + 𝑥2𝑥3), 1 − 2(𝑥1
2 + 𝑥2

2))
asin(2(𝑥0𝑥2 − 𝑥1𝑥3))

𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑛2(2(𝑥0𝑥3 + 𝑥1𝑥2), 1 − 2(𝑥2
2 + 𝑥3

2))

 Conversion from quaternion into RPY (Φ,Θ,Ψ) :
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What are quaternions?
 Quaternions are a rotation of two vectors
 v and s being two vectors with the angle cos 𝜑 = v · s 
 Then the quaternion q, which rotates v into s can be calculated as follows:

Uq = 
v × s
v × s

q = x0 + x = (cos 𝜑, Uq ·  sin 𝜑)

To get the quaternion p from v to s rotate by half the angle:

p = x0 + x = (cos
𝜑

2
, Uq ·  sin

𝜑

2
)

 The vector part corresponds to the rotation axis
 The scalar part corresponds to the rotation angle
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Orientation Representation Redundant
Elements

Clarity Singularities Performance

Rotation matrix 6 Low No Good

Euler angles 0 Good Yes Poor

Rotation vector & rotation angle 1 Low Yes -

Quaternions 1 Very low No Very good

Quaternions compared to other orientation representations:
• Redundant elements: A rotation in 3D space is well defined by 3 elements.
• Clarity: How easily the represented orientation can be understood without help (other tools).
• Singularities: Occur by calculating discontinuities (division by 0), also in coherence of ambiguities and gimbal locks.
• Performance: Higher performance means less CPU usage (computational burden).
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 For the implementation of an orientation representation, quaternions are the method of choice.
 Euler angles are used for the user display / interface only (no continuous representation)
 Implement the following algorithm to determinate the orientation with an IMU:

1.) Gyroscope delivers rotation rates ω
2.) Integration of rotation rates delivers angle but rotations must be added up in infinitesimal small pieces over 

time, since rotations are not commutative: Δφ = ω · T
3.) Transformation into quaternion, which means Δφ interpreted as RPY/DCM -> e.g. Transform-RPY-to-

quaternion, which means Δφ -> dq (Interpretation as RPY/DCM is correct since it is valid for small angles)
4.) Normalization
5.) Determine orientation quaternion Q(n+1) = Q(n)  dq
6.) Normalization
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Short-Cuts / Features:
• Ctrl + Left Mouse button or F3 and select type / variable / function -> jump to declaration
• Ctrl + Space (auto-completion)
• Ctrl + B (Build all)
• Ctrl + Alt + H or right click -> Open Call Hierarchy of a function:
• Ctrl + Alt + Arrow Up / Down: Copy line to row before / after

If there are any problems it is often useful to reopen the project by importing, recompiling it or updating the index by 
rebuilding / updating.

Please let us know if you know more tricks 
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EMQ Framework
 Delivered as library with open source parts
 Developed exclusively for the quadrotor lab
 Contains drivers with functions for:

 Hardware: CPU, IRQ, TC, Remote, ADC, USART, TWI, Delay, motors, LED
 Software:

 Basics for easy start
 Function templates

 For details check software documentation: EMQ_Framework.pdf
 The EMQ Framework does not use an operating system
 The whole codes runs in an endless loop (while)

EMQ Data types
 The file EMQ_Interface_Data.h contains several available EMQ data types
 Data types including dummies are meant to be filled with content later on.
 All other data types should not be changed!
 The system time is available in the variable tc_ticks [ms].
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Required hardware:
 EVK1100
 Micro USB cable for power and flashing
 MPU6050 sensor + extra cable

Required software:
 AVR Studio 32 (with Tool Chain and FLIP Driver)
 EMQ Framework (Code)
 Documents:

 EMQ_Framework.pdf
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Exercise 1:
Get familiar with the EMQ Framework. Read the documentation and have a look at all the source code files before you start. 
In particular, the quaternion module template is useful for this exercise: Quaternion.c & Quaternion.h

Exercise 2:
Fill the module and determine the continuous changes in orientation in 3D space using quaternions by applying the algorithm 
from slide 8.  Display the resulting quaternion in Euler angles. 

Exercise 3:
Compare the result with the simplified integration without quaternions. Display both results! What do you notice?  For 
testing you should rotate the sensor about several axes.

Exercise 4:
Execute one 90° roll-, yaw- and pitch rotation. The sensor should now be in the start position again. The result of the 
quaternions should now be 0°. Errors of max. 10° due to inaccuracies (calibration, drift, quantization) may be acceptable. 
Bigger errors are caused surely by programming mistakes.


